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Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

A 

ACALEPH AACEHLP jellyfish [n -AE, -S] 

ACANTHA AAACHNT sharp spiny part [n -E] 

ACANTHI AACHINT ACANTHUS, prickly herb [n] 

ADELGID ADDEGIL small insect [n -S] 

ADENOMA AADEMNO tumor of glandular origin [n -S, -TA] 

AEDESES ADEEESS AEDES, any of genus of mosquitoes [n] 

AGAPEIC AACEGIP AGAPE, communal meal of fellowship [adj] 

AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n AGRAPHA] 

AGYRIAS AAGIRSY AGYRIA, brain disease [n]  

AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S] 

AKRATIC AACIKRT AKRASIA, acrasia (lack of self-control) [adj] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

ALCAICS AACCILS ALCAIC, type of verse form [n] 

ALEURON AELNORU aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n -S] 

ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S] 

ALTHEAS AAEHLST ALTHEA, flowering plant [n] 

AMANITA AAAIMNT any of genus of poisonous fungi [n -S] 

AMPHORA AAHMOPR narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n -S, -E]  

ANAGOGE AAEGGNO spiritual interpretation of words [n -S] 

ANANKES AAEKNNS ANANKE, compelling necessity in ancient Greek religion [n] 

ANAPHOR AAHNOPR word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n -S] 

ANCHUSA AACHNSU hairy-stemmed plant [n -S] 

ANEMONE AEEMNNO flowering plant [n -S] 

ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

ANGIOMA AAGIMNO tumor composed of blood or lymph vessels [n -S, -TA] 

ANTHRAX AAHNRTX infectious disease [n -ACES, -ES] 

ANTRUMS AMNRSTU ANTRUM, cavity in bone [n] 

APAGOGE AAEGGOP establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [n -S] 

APHESIS AEHIPSS loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n -SES] 

APHTHAE AAEHHPT APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [n] 

APNOEAL AAELNOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APNOEAS AAENOPS APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [n] 

APNOEIC ACEINOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APOCOPE ACEOOPP omission of last sound of word [n -S] 

APTERYX AEPRTXY kiwi (flightless bird) [n -ES] 

ARCHAEA AACEHNOR ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n] 

ARCHONS ACHNORS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

ARKOSES AEKORSS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [n] 

ARKOSIC ACIKORS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [adj] 

ASCARID AACDIRS parasitic worm [n -S] 

ASCARIS AACIRSS ascarid (parasitic worm) [n -IDES, -ES] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic) [n -SES] 

ATAXIAS AAAISTX ATAXIA, loss of muscular coordination [n] 
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ATAXICS AACISTX ATAXIC, one suffering from ataxia [n] 

AUTARCH AACHRTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AUTARKY AAKRTUY national economic self-sufficiency [n -KIES] 

AUXESES AEESSUX AUXESIS, increase in cell size without cell division [n] 

AUXESIS AEISSUX increase in cell size without cell division [n -SES] 

AUXETIC ACEITUX substance that promotes auxesis [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

B  

BARYONS ABNORSY BARYON, type of subatomic particle [n] 

BARYTAS AABRSTY BARYTA, compound of barium [n] 

BARYTES ABERSTY BARYTE, barite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n] 

BARYTIC ABCIRTY BARYTA, compound of barium [adj] 

BARYTON ABNORTY stringed instrument [n -S] 

BOLUSES BELOSSU BOLUS, large pill [n] 

BREGMAS ABEGMRS BREGMA, junction point of skull [n] 

BRUXING BGINRUX BRUX, to grind teeth [v] 

BRUXISM BIMRSUX nervous grinding of teeth [n -S] 

BUBALES ABBELSU BUBALE, bubal (large antelope) [n] 

BUBALIS ABBILSU bubal (large antelope) [n -ES] 

BUCOLIC BCCILOU pastoral poem [n -S] 

BUGLOSS BGLOSSU coarse plant [n -ES] 

BULBELS BBELLSU BULBEL, bulbil (small bulb) [n] 

BULBILS BBILLSU BULBIL, small bulb [n] 

BUMELIA ABEILMU thorny tree [n -S] 

BUZUKIA  ABIKUUZ BUZUKI, bouzouki (stringed musical instrument) [n] 

BUZUKIS  BIKSUUZ BUZUKI, bouzouki (stringed musical instrument) [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

C  

CACHEXY ACCEHXY cachexia (general ill health) [n -XIES] 

CACODYL ACCDLOY poisonous liquid [n -S] 

CACONYM ACCMNOY erroneous name [n -S] 

CALATHI AACHILT CALATHUS, calathos (fruit basket) [n] 

CALATHI  AAACHILT CALATHOS, fruit basket [n] 

CALLUNA AACLLNU evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CALYPSO ACLOPSY improvised song [n -ES, -S] 

CALYXES ACELSXY CALYX, outer protective covering of flower [n] 

CANOPIC ACCINOP pertaining to Egyptian jar [adj] 

CANTHAL AACHLNT CANTHUS, corner of eye [adj] 

CANTHIC ACCHINT CANTHUS, corner of eye [adj] 

CANTHUS ACHNSTU corner of eye [n -HI] 

CARDIAE AACDEIR CARDIA, opening of esophagus [n] 

CATARRH AACHRRT inflammation of mucous membrane [n -S] 

CHAETAE AACEEHT CHAETA, bristle or seta [n] 

CHAETAL AACEHLT CHAETA, bristle or seta [adj] 
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CHALAZA AAACHLZ band of tissue in egg [n -E, -S] 

CHARISM ACHIMRS charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n -S] 

CHIASMA AACHIMS anatomical junction [n -S] 

CHILIAD ACDHIIL group of one thousand [n -S] 

CHIMERA ACEHIMR imaginary monster [n -S] 

CHITONS CHINOST CHITON, tunic worn in ancient Greece [n] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -ES, -YDES] 

CHOANAE AACEHNO CHOANA, funnel-shaped opening [n] 

CHROMIS CHIMORS damselfish of genus Chromis [n CHROMIS] 

CORBANS ABCNORS CORBAN, offering to God [n] 

CORYMBS BCMORSY CORYMB, flower cluster [n] 

CORYZAL ACLORYZ CORYZA, head cold [adj] 

CORYZAS ACORSYZ CORYZA, head cold [n] 

CROTALE ACELORT small cymbal [n -S] 

CRYPSES CEPRSSY CRYPSIS, ability to hide [n] 

CRYPSIS CIPRSSY ability to hide [n -SES, -ES] 

CRYPTID CDIPRTY animal whose reality is in doubt [n -S] 

CTENOID CDEINOT comblike (resembling comb) [adj] 

CYCLOPS CCLOPSY minute one-eyed crustacean [n -PES, CYCLOPS] 

CYPRESS CEPRSSY thin fabric [n -ES] 

CYPRIAN ACINPRY prostitute [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

D  

DACTYLI ACDILTY DACTYLUS, leg joint of certain insects [n] 

DAIMONS ADIMNOS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DAPHNIA AADHINP minute crustacean [n -S] 

DEICTIC CCDEIIT word or phrase that specifies identity or location [n -S] 

DELPHIC CDEHILP ambiguous (uncertainty of meaning) [adj] 

DEMONYM DEMMNOY name given to geographical group of people [n -S] 

DEMOSES DEEMOSS DEMOS, people of ancient Greek state [n] 

DIALLEL ADEILLL pertaining to genetic crossing [adj] 

DIASTOLE ADEILOST normal rhythmical dilation of heart [n -S] 

DICASTS ACDISST DICAST, judge of ancient Athens [n] 

DIDACTS ACDDIST DIDACT, didactic person [n] 

DIDYMOS DDIMOSY DIDYMO, type of algae (any of group of primitive aquatic plants) [n] 

DIGAMMA AADGIMM Greek letter [n -S] 

DIOBOLS BDILOOS DIOBOL, coin of ancient Greece [n] 

DOGMATA AADGMOT DOGMA, principle or belief put forth as authoritative [n] 

DRACENA AACDENR dracaena (tropical plant) [n -S] 

DRACHMA AACDHMR former monetary unit of Greece [n -S, -E, -I] 

DRACHMS ACDHMRS DRACHM, unit of weight [n] 

DROMOND DDMNOOR large fast-sailing medieval galley [n -S] 

DROMONS DMNOORS DROMON, dromond (large fast-sailing medieval galley) [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 
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E  

ECHARDS ACDEHRS ECHARD, water in soil not available to plants [n] 

ECLOGUE CEEGLOU pastoral poem [n -S] 

ECTHYMA ACEHMTY virus disease [n -TA] 

ECZEMAS ACEEMSZ ECZEMA, skin disease [n] 

EIDETIC CDEEIIT person able to recall vivid images [n -S] 

EIDOLIC CDEIILO pertaining to eidolon (phantom (something existing in appearance only)) [adj] 

EIDOLON DEILNOO phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n -LA, -S] 

EIKONES EEIKNOS EIKON, icon (representation (act of representing (represent))) [n] 

EIRENIC CEEIINR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

EKISTIC CEIIKST EKISTICS, science dealing with human habitats [adj] 

ELYSIAN AEILNSY delightful [adj] 

ELYTRON ELNORTY hardened forewing of certain insects [n -RA] 

ELYTRUM ELMRTUY elytron (hardened forewing of certain insects) [n -RA] 

EOBIONT BEINOOT type of basic organism [n -S] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EONISMS EIMNOSS EONISM, adoption of dress and mannerisms of opposite sex [n] 

EOSINES EEINOSS EOSINE, eosin (red dye) [n] 

EOSINIC CEIINOS EOSIN, red dye [adj] 

EPARCHS ACEHPRS EPARCH, head of eparchy [n] 

EPARCHY ACEHPRY district of modern Greece [n -HIES] 

EPEIRIC CEEIIPR pertaining to vertical movement of earth's crust [adj] 

EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBIC BCEEHIP EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [adj] 

EPHEBOI BEEHIOP EPHEBOS, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBOS BEEHOPS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

EPHEBUS BEEHPSU young man of ancient Greece [n -BI] 

EPHORAL AEHLOPR EPHOR, magistrate of ancient Greece [adj] 

EPIGONI  EGIINOP EPIGONUS, epigone (inferior imitator) [n] 

EPIGYNA AEGINPY EPIGYNUM, external reproductive organ of female spider [n] 

EPIGYNE EEGINPY epigynum (external reproductive organ of female spider) [n -S] 

EPINAOI AEIINOP EPINAOS, rear vestibule [n] 

EPINAOS  AEINOPS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

EPSILON EILNOPS Greek letter [n -S] 

ERINGOS EGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

EUDEMON DEEMNOU good spirit [n -S] 

EUNUCHS CEHNSUU EUNUCH, castrated man [n] 

EUREKAS AEEKRSU EUREKA, fortunate discovery [n] 

EURIPUS EIPRSUU swift sea channel [n -PI] 

EURYOKY EKORUYY euroky (ability of organism to live under variable conditions) [n -KIES] 

EVZONES EENOSVZ EVZONE, Greek soldier [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

F  

FLOKATI AFIKLOT Greek handwoven rug [n -S] 

FUTHARC ACFHRTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 
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FUTHARK AFHKRTU ancient alphabet [n -S] 

FUTHORC CFHORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHORK FHKORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

G  

GALATEA AAAEGLT strong cotton fabric [n -S] 

GEORGIC CEGGIOR poem about farming [n -S] 

GEOSMIN EGIMNOS volatile organic component of petrichor [n -S] 

GLIOMAS AGILMOS GLIOMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

GLOCHID CDGHILO barbed hair on some plants [n -S] 

GLOSSAE AEGLOSS GLOSSA, tongue [n] 

GLOSSAL AGLLOSS GLOSSA, tongue [adj] 

GLOSSAS AGLOSSS GLOSSA, tongue [n] 

GLOTTAL AGLLOTT GLOTTIS, opening between vocal cords [adj] 

GLOTTIC CGILOTT GLOTTIS, opening between vocal cords [adj] 

GLOTTIS GILOSTT opening between vocal cords [n -IDES, -ES] 

GLYPHIC CGHILPY GLYPH, ornamental groove [adj] 

GLYPTIC CGILPTY art or process of engraving on gems [n -S] 

GNATHAL AAGHLNT gnathic (of or pertaining to jaw) [adj] 

GNATHIC ACGHINT of or pertaining to jaw [adj] 

GNOMONS GMNNOOS GNOMON, part of sundial [n] 

GNOSTIC CGINOST adherent of gnosticism [n -S] 

GORGONS GGNOORS GORGON, ugly woman [n] 

GRAVIDA AADGIRV pregnant woman [n -E] 

GYMNAST AGMNSTY one who is skilled in physical exercises [n -S] 

GYNECIA ACEGINY GYNECIUM, pistil of flower [n] 

GYNECIC CCEGINY pertaining to women (adult human female) [adj] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

H  

HALCYON ACHLNOY mythical bird [n -S] 

HALTERE AEEHLRT pair of wings of insect [n -S] 

HAPAXES AAEHPSX HAPAX, word that occurs only once [n] 

HEGEMON EEGHMNO political state having hegemony [n -S] 

HEGUMEN EEGHMNU head of monastery [n -S] 

HELIAST AEHILST Athenian judge [n -S] 

HELOTRY EHLORTY helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -RIES] 

HEMIOLA AEHILMO rhythmic alteration in music [n -S] 

HETAERA AAEEHRT concubine [n -S, -E] 

HETAIRA  AAEHIRT hetaera (concubine) [n -S, -I] 

HOPLITE EHILOPT foot soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

HYAENAS AAEHNSY HYAENA, hyena (wolflike mammal) [n] 

HYDRIAE ADEHIRY HYDRIA, water jar [n] 

HYMENIA AEHIMNY HYMENIUM, layer in certain fungi [n] 

HYPONEA AEHNOPY hyponoia (dulled mental activity) [n -S] 
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Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

I  

IPOMOEA AEIMOOP flowering plant [n -S] 

IRENICS CEIINRS branch of theology [n IRENICS] 

ISCHIUM CHIIMSU pelvic bone [n -IA] 

ISOGRIV GIIORSV line drawn on map such that all points have equal grid variation [n -S] 

ISOHYET EHIOSTY line on map connecting points having equal rainfall [n -S] 

ISTHMIC CHIIMST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses) [adj] 

ISTHMUS HIMSSTU strip of land connecting two larger land masses [n -MI, -ES] 

IXODIDS DDIIOSX IXODID, bloodsucking insect [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

J  

JUDASES ADEJSSU JUDAS, peephole (small opening through which one may look) [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

K  

KERYGMA AEGKMRY preaching of gospel [n -S, -TA] 

KLAXONS AKLNOSX KLAXON, low-pitched horn [n] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

KLEPTOS EKLOPST KLEPTO, one that steals impulsively [n] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

KYANISE AEIKNSY to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

KYANITE AEIKNTY cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KYANIZE AEIKNYZ to treat wood with type of preservative [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

KYLIKES EIKKLSY KYLIX, drinking vessel [n] 

KYLIXES EIKLSXY KYLIX, drinking vessel [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

L  

LACONIC ACCILNO using minimum of words [adj] 

LAMBDAS AABDLMS LAMBDA, Greek letter [n] 

LECYTHI  CEHILTY LECYTHUS, lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n] 

LEKYTHI EHIKLTY LEKYTHUS, lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n] 

LEMMATA AAELMMT LEMMA, type of proposition in logic [n] 

LESBIAN ABEILNS female homosexual [n -S] 

LETHEAN AEEHLNT LETHE, forgetfulness (quality of being forgetful) [adj] 

LEUCISM CEILMSU unusually pale integument [n -S] 

LEUCOMA ACELMOU leukoma (opacity of cornea) [n -S] 

LEUKOMA AEKLMOU opacity of cornea [n -S] 

LEXISES EEILSSX LEXIS, vocabulary of language, group, or subject field [n] 

LIGROIN GIILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 

LIRIOPE EIILOPR stemless Asian herb [n -S] 

LITHIAS AHIILST LITHIA, oxide of lithium [n] 

LITHOPS HILOPST succulent African plant [n LITHOPS] 
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LITOTES EILOSTT figure of speech in which assertion is made by negation of its opposite [n LITOTES]  

LITOTIC CIILOTT LITOTES, figure of speech in which assertion is made by negation of its opposite [adj] 

LOCHIAL ACHILLO LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [adj] 

LOCHIAS ACHILOS LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] 

LOGIONS GILNOOS LOGION, saying attributed to Jesus [n] 

LORDOMA ADLMOOR lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n -S] 

LYCEUMS CELMSUY LYCEUM, hall for public lectures or discussions [n] 

LYCHNIS CHILNSY flowering plant [n -ES] 

LYSATES AELSSTY LYSATE, product of lysis [n] 

LYSINES EILNSSY LYSINE, amino acid [n] 

LYSOGEN EGLNOSY type of antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S] 

LYTHRUM HLMRTUY flowering plant [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

M  

MACRONS ACMNORS MACRON, symbol placed over vowel to show that it has long sound [n] 

MEDICKS CDEIKMS MEDICK, flowering plant [n] 

MEDUSAE ADEEMSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [n] 

MEDUSAN ADEMNSU medusa (jellyfish) [n] 

MEGARON AEGMNOR great central hall of ancient Greek house [n -RA] 

MELAENA AAEELMN melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n -S] 

MELISMA AEILMMS melodic embellishment [n -S, -TA] 

MERONYM EMMNORY term for part of something that is used to denote whole of it [n -S] 

MEROPIA AEIMOPR partial blindness [n -S] 

METOPAE AEEMOPT METOPE, space between two triglyphs [n] 

MIKRONS IKMNORS MIKRON, micron (unit of length) [n] 

MIMESIS EIIMMSS mimicry (instance of mimicking) [n -ES, -SES] 

MORPHOS HMOOPRS MORPHO, tropical butterfly [n] 

MUREXES EEMRSUX MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

MYLODON DLMNOOY extinct giant sloth [n -S] 

MYRICAS ACIMRSY MYRICA, medicinal tree bark [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

N  

NAPHTHA AAHHNPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

NAPHTOL AHLNOPT naphthol (chemical compound) [n -S] 

NEPHRIC CEHINPR renal (pertaining to kidneys (bodily organ)) [adj] 

NEPHRON EHNNOPR excretory unit of kidney [n -S] 

NESTORS ENORSST NESTOR, wise old man [n] 

NOMARCH ACHMNOR head of nome (Greek province) [n -S] 

NOUMENA AEMNNOU NOUMENON, object of intellectual intuition [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

O  

OBELIAS ABEILOS OBELIA, marine hydroid [n] 

OBELISK BEIKLOS four-sided shaft of stone with pyramidal top [n -S] 
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OENOMEL EELMNOO ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n -S] 

OINOMEL EILMNOO oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n -S] 

OMIKRON IKMNOOR omicron (Greek letter) [n -S] 

OMPHALI AHILMOP OMPHALOS, central point [n] 

ONEIRIC CEIINOR pertaining to dreams [adj] 

ONOMAST AMNOOST person who studies proper names [n -S] 

OOTHECA ACEHOOT egg case of certain insects [n -E] 

ORGANON AGNNOOR system of rules for scientific investigation [n -S, -NA] 

OSTRACA AACORST OSTRACON, fragment containing inscription [n] 

OSTRAKA AAKORST OSTRAKON, ostracon (fragment containing inscription) [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

P  

PALIKAR AAIKLPR Greek soldier [n -S] 

PANCHAX AACHNPX tropical fish [n -ES] 

PANDORE ADENOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDURA AADNPRU bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PARERGA AAEGPRR PARERGON, composition derived from larger work [n] 

PARODOI ADIOOPR PARODOS, ode sung in ancient Greek drama [n] 

PARODOS ADOOPRS ode sung in ancient Greek drama [n -OI] 

PELTAST AELPSTT soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

PELTATE AEELPTT shaped like shield [adj] 

PEMPHIX EHIMPPX skin disease [n -ES] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -IA, -S] 

PEREONS EENOPRS PEREON, pereion (thorax of some crustaceans) [n] 

PERIGON EGINOPR angle equal to 360 degrees [n -S] 

PETASOS AEOPSST petasus (broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece) [n -ES] 

PHAETON AEHNOPT light carriage [n -S] 

PHALANX AAHLNPX formation of infantry in ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PHARMAS AAHMPRS PHARMA, pharmaceutical company [n] 

PHARYNX AHNPRXY section of digestive tract [n -NGES, -ES] 

PHELLEM EEHLLMP layer of plant cells [n -S] 

PHLEGMS EGHLMPS PHLEGM, thick mucus secreted in air passages [n] 

PHLOEMS EHLMOPS PHLOEM, complex plant tissue [n] 

PHOEBES BEEHOPS PHOEBE, small bird [n] 

PHRATRY AHPRRTY tribal unit among primitive peoples [n -RIES] 

PLECTRA ACELPRT PLECTRON, plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n] 

PLEROMA AELMOPR fullness of divine powers [n -S] 

PLEURAE AEELPRU PLEURA, PLEURON, part of thoracic segment of insect [n] 

PLEURON ELNOPRU part of thoracic segment of insect [n -RA] 

PNEUMAS AEMNPSU PNEUMA, soul or spirit [n] 

POGONIA AGINOOP small orchid [n -S] 

PRIAPIC ACIIPPR phallic (pertaining to phallus (penis (male organ of copulation))) [adj] 

PRIAPUS AIPPRSU representation of phallus [n -PI, -ES] 

PROSOMA AMOOPRS anterior region of body of some invertebrates [n -S, -TA] 

PROTEAN AENOPRT type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 
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PROTEUS EOPRSTU any of genus of aerobic bacteria [n -EI] / one that readily changes his appearance or principles [n -EI, -ES] 

PROTIUM IMOPRTU isotope of hydrogen [n -S] 

PROTYLE ELOPRTY hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived [n -S] 

PSAMMON AMMNOPS group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n -S] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PSEUDOS DEOPSSU PSEUDO, pseud (person pretending to be intellectual) [n] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSOATIC ACIOPST PSOAS, muscle of loin [adj] 

PSOCIDS CDIOPSS PSOCID, minute winged insect [n] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYLLAS ALLPSSY PSYLLA, any of various plant lice [n] 

PSYLLID DILLPSY psylla (any of various plant lice) [n -S] 

PTERINS EINPRST PTERIN, chemical compound [n] 

PTOMAIN AIMNOPT ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n] 

PTYALIN AILNPTY salivary enzyme [n] 

PYAEMIA AAEIMPY pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [n -S]  

PYAEMIC ACEIMPY PYAEMIA, pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [adj] 

PYEMIAS AEIMPSY PYEMIA, presence of pus in blood [n] 

PYGIDIA ADGIIPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [n] 

PYGMEAN AEGMNPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYGMIES EGIMPSY PYGMY, small person [n] 

PYGMOID DGIMOPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYRENES EENPRSY PYRENE, putamen (hard covering of kernel of certain fruits) [n] 

PYRETIC CEIPRTY pertaining to fever [adj] 

PYREXES EEPRSXY PYREX, trademark [n] 

PYREXIA AEIPRXY fever [n -S] 

PYREXIC CEIPRXY PYREXIA, fever [adj] 

PYRIDIC CDIIPRY PYRIDINE, flammable liquid [adj] 

PYROGEN EGNOPRY substance that produces fever [n -S] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 

PYRROLE ELOPRRY chemical compound [n -S] 

PYRROLS LOPRRSY PYRROL, pyrrole (chemical compound) [n] 

PYXIDES DEIPSXY PYXIS, pyxidium (type of seed vessel) [n] 

PYXIDIA ADIIPXY PYXIDIUM, type of seed vessel [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

Q  

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

R  

REGMATA AAEGMRT REGMA, type of fruit [n] 

RESPADE ADEEPRS to spade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RETSINA AEINRST resin-flavored Greek wine [n -S] 
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RHABDOM ABDHMOR rodlike structure in retinula [n -S] 

RHACHIS ACHHIRS rachis (spinal column) [n -IDES, -ES] 

RHAMNUS AHMNRSU thorny tree or shrub [n -ES] 

RHAPHAE AAEHHPR RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHAPHES AEHHPRS RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHATANY AAHNRTY South American shrub [n -NIES] 

RHEBOKS BEHKORS RHEBOK, large antelope [n] 

RHENIUM EHIMNRU metallic element [n -S] 

RHETORS EHORRST RHETOR, teacher of rhetoric [n] 

RHEUMIC CEHIMRU RHEUM, watery discharge from eyes or nose [adj] 

RHIZOID DHIIORZ rootlike structure [n -S] 

RHIZOMA AHIMORZ rhizome (rootlike, underground stem) [n -TA] 

RHIZOME EHIMORZ rootlike, underground stem [n -S] 

RHIZOPI HIIOPRZ RHIZOPUS, any of genus of mold fungi [n] 

RHODIUM DHIMORU metallic element [n -S] 

RHODORA ADHOORR flowering shrub [n -S] 

RHOMBIC BCHIMOR having shape of rhombus [adj] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RHONCHI CHHINOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [n] 

RHUBARB ABBHRRU perennial herb [n -S] 

RHUMBAS ABHMRSU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RHYMERS EHMRRSY RHYMER, one that rhymes (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [n] 

RHYMING GHIMNRY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [v] 

RHYTHMS HHMRSTY RHYTHM, movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements [n] 

RHYTONS HNORSTY RHYTON, ancient Greek drinking horn [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

S  

SALPINX AILNPSX anatomical tube [n -NGES] 

SAPHENA AAEHNPS vein of leg [n -E] 

SAPPHIC ACHIPPS type of verse form [n -S] 

SARCOMA AACMORS type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

SCARABS AABCRSS SCARAB, large, black beetle [n] 

SCLERAE ACEELRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

SCOTOMA ACMOOST blind spot in field of vision [n -S, -TA] 

SIBYLIC BCIILSY SIBYL, female prophet [adj] 

SIGMATE AEGIMST SIGMA, Greek letter [adj] 

SILENUS EILNSSU woodland deity of Greek mythology [n -NI] 

SILURID DIILRSU any of family of catfishes [n -s] 

SKATOLE AEKLOST chemical compound [n -S] 

SKATOLS AKLOSST SKATOL, skatole (chemical compound) [n] 

SKEPSIS EIKPSSS attitude or outlook of skeptic [n -ES] 

SKEPTIC CEIKPST person who doubts generally accepted ideas [n -S] 

SKYPHOI HIKOPSY SKYPHOS, drinking vessel used in ancient Greece [n] 

SKYPHOS HKOPSSY drinking vessel used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

SMECTIC CCEIMST pertaining to phase of liquid crystal [adj] 
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SORITES EIORSST type of argument used in logic [n SORITES] 

SORITIC CIIORST SORITES, type of argument used in logic [adj] 

SOUARIS AIORSSU SOUARI, tropical tree [n] 

SPHENES EEHNPSS SPHENE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SPHENIC CEHINPS shaped like wedge [adj] 

SPIRAEA AAEIPRS spirea (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

SPIREAS AEIPRSS SPIREA, flowering shrub [n] 

STASIMA AIAMSST STASIMON, choral ode in ancient Greek drama [n] 

STENTOR ENORSTT person having very loud voice [n -S] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S] 

STHENIC CEHINST STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

STICHIC CCHIIST STICH, line of poetry [adj] 

STOICAL ACILOST STOIC, one who is indifferent to pleasure or pain [adj] 

STOMATA AAMOSTT STOMA, minute opening in epidermis of plant organ [n] 

STROPHE EHOPRST part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S] 

STYGIAN  AGINSTY gloomy [adj] 

STYLOPS LOPSSTY insect that is parasite of other insects [n STYLOPS] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES] 

STYPTIC CIPSTTY substance used to check bleeding [n -S] 

SYMBION BIMNOSY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYNAGOG AGGNOSY building for Jewish worship [n -S] 

SYNESIS EINSSSY type of grammatical construction [n -ES] 

SYZYGAL AGLSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

T  

TAENIAE  AAEEINT TAENIA, headband worn in ancient Greece [n] 

TAENIAS  AAEINST TAENIA, headband worn in ancient Greece [n] 

TAENITE AEEINTT nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S] 

TAHINAS  AAHINST TAHINA, tahini (paste of sesame seeds) [n] 

TARAMAS AAAMRST TARAMA, Greek paste of fish roe, garlic, lemon juice, and olive oil [n] 

TAVERNA AAENRTV cafe in Greece [n -S] 

TELEOST  EELOSTT bony fish [n -S] 

TELPHER EEHLPRT to transport by system of aerial cable cars [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TEPHRAS  AEHPRST TEPHRA, solid material ejected from volcano [n] 

THALLUS AHLLSTU plant body without true root, stem, or leaf [n -ES, -LI] 

THEELOL EEHLLOT estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

THERIAC ACEHIRT molasses (thick syrup) [n -S] 

THEURGY EGHRTUY divine intervention in human affairs [n -GIES] 

THYMOMA AHMMOTY tumor arising from thymus tissue [n -S, -TA] 

THYRSES EHRSSTY THYRSE, thyrsus (type of flower cluster) [n] 

THYRSUS HRSSTUY type of flower cluster [n -SI] 

TONUSES ENOSSTU TONUS, normal state of tension in muscle tissue [n] 

TROILUS ILORSTU large butterfly [n -ES] 

TYCHISM CHIMSTY proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 
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Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

U  

URANISM AIMNRSU homosexuality [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

V  

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

W  

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

X  

XENOPUS ENOPSUX frog native to southern Africa [n -ES] 

XIPHOID DHIIOPX part of sternum [n -S] 

XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

Y  

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 7s 

Z  

ZEPHYRS EHPRSYZ ZEPHYR, gentle breeze [n] 

ZETETIC CEEITTZ proceeding by inquiry [adj] 

ZYGOMAS AGMOSYZ ZYGOMA, cheekbone [n] 

ZYGOSES EGOSSYZ ZYGOSIS, union of two gametes [n] 

ZYGOSIS GIOSSYZ union of two gametes [n -SES] 

ZYGOTES EGOSTYZ ZYGOTE, cell formed by union of two gametes [n] 

ZYGOTIC CGIOTYZ ZYGOTE, cell formed by union of two gametes [adj] 

ZYMASES AEMSSYZ ZYMASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

ZYMOGEN EGMNOYZ substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated [n -S] 

ZYMOSAN AMNOSYZ insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n -S] 

ZYMOSES EMOSSYZ ZYMOSIS, fermentation [n] 

ZYMOSIS IMOSSYZ fermentation [n -SES] 

ZYMOTIC CIMOTYZ ZYMOSIS, fermentation [adj] 

ZYMURGY GMRUYYZ branch of chemistry dealing with fermentation [n -GIES] 

ZYZZYVA AVYYZZZ tropical weevil [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

A 

ACALEPHE AACEEHLP acaleph (jellyfish) [n -S] 

ACALEPHS AACEHLPS ACALEPH, jellyfish [n] 

ACANTHAE AAACEHNT ACANTHA, sharp spiny part [n] 

ACELDAMA  AAACDELM place of bloodshed [n -S] 

ADENOSES ADEENOSS ADENOSIS, abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n] 
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ADENOSIS ADEINOSS abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n -SES] 

AEROSTAT AAEORSTT aircraft that is lighter than air [n -S] 

AESTHETE AEEEHSTT esthete (esthetic person) [n -S] 

AGALLOCH AACGHLLO fragrant wood of tropical tree [n -S] 

AGENESES AEEEGNSS AGENESIS , absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n] 

AGENESIS AEEGINSS absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n -SES] 

AGNATHAN AAAGHNNT one of group of jawless vertebrates [n -S] 

AGRYPNIA AAGINPRY insomnia (chronic inability to sleep) [n -S] 

ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S] 

ALOPECIA AACEILOP baldness (state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth))) [n -S] 

ALOPECIC ACCEILOP ALOPECIA, baldness (state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth))) [adj] 

AMBROSIA AABIMORS food of Greek and Roman gods [n -S] 

AMETHYST AEHMSTTY variety of quartz [n [-S] 

AMIANTUS AAIMNSTU variety of asbestos [n -ES] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

AMPHORAE AAHMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n]  

AMYGDALA AAADGLMY almond-shaped anatomical part [n -E] 

AMYGDALE AADEGLMY amygdule (small gas bubble in lava) [n -S] 

AMYGDULE ADEGLMUY small gas bubble in lava [n -S] 

ANABAENA AAAABENN freshwater alga [n -S] 

ANABASES AAABENSS ANABASIS, military advance [n] 

ANABASIS AAABINSS military advance [n -SES] 

ANABLEPS AABELNPS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

ANALEMMA AAAELMMN type of graduated scale [n -S, -TA] 

ANAPHORA AAAHNOPR repetition of word or phrase at beginning of several successive verses or sentences [n -S]  

ANATHEMA AAAEHMNT formal ecclesiastical ban or curse [n -S or -T] 

ANECDOTA AACDENOT ANECDOTE, brief story [n] 

ANTHEMIA AAEHIMNT decorative floral patterns used in Greek art [n] 

ANTHESES AEEHNSST ANTHESIS, full bloom of flower [n] 

ANTHESIS AEHINSST full bloom of flower [n -SES] 

ANTHODIA AADHINOT flower heads of certain plants [n ANTHODIA] 

APAGOGIC AACGGIOP APAGOGE, establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [adj] 

APHTHOUS AHHOPSTU APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [adj] 

APOCOPIC ACCIOOPP APOCOPE, omission of last sound of word [adj] 

APOMIXES AEIMOPSX APOMIXIS, type of reproductive process [n] 

APOMIXIS AIIMOPSX type of reproductive process [n -XES] 

APOPHYGE AEGHOPPY concave curve in column [n -S] 

APOTHECE ACEEHOPT spore-producing organ of certain fungi [n -S] 

APOTHEGM AEGHMOPT maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n -S] 

ARCHAEON AACEHNOR archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n -EA] 

ARETHUSA AAEHRSTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ASPHODEL ADEHLOPS flowering plant [n -S] 

ASPIRATA AAAIPRST type of plosive (sound produced by plosion) [n -E] 

ASTERISK AEIKRSST to mark with asterisk (star-shaped printing mark) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATARAXIA AAAAIRTX peace of mind [n -S] 

ATARAXIC AAACIRTX tranquilizing drug [n -S] 
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ATHANASY AAAHNSTY immortality [n -SIES] 

ATHENEUM AEEHMNTU literary institution [n -S] 

ATHEROMA AAEHMORT disease of arteries [n -S, -TA] 

ATLANTES AAELNSTT ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

AUTARKIC AACIKRTU AUTARKY, national economic self-sufficiency [adj] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

B 

BANAUSIC AABCINSU practical [adj] 

BAPTISIA AABIIPST flowering plant [n -S] 

BARYTONE ABENORTY baritone (male singing voice) [n -S] 

BLASTEMA AABELMST region of embryonic cells [n -S, -TA] 

BLASTULA AABLLSTU early embryo [n -E, -S] 

BLENNIES BEEILNNS BLENNY, marine fish [n] 

BOMBYCID BBCDIMOY moth (winged insect) [n -S] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BOTHRIUM BHIMORTU groove on tapeworm [n -IA, -S] 

BOTRYTIS BIORSTTY plant disease [n -ES] 

BOUSOUKI  BIKOOSUU bouzouki (stringed musical instrument) [n -S, -A] 

BOUZOUKI  BIKOOUUZ stringed musical instrument [n -S, -A] 

BRONCHUS BCHNORSU tracheal branch [n -HI] 

BRYOLOGY BGLOORYY study of mosses [n -GIES] 

BRYONIES BEINORSY BRYONY, climbing plant [n] 

BRYOZOAN ABNOORYZ type of small aquatic animal [n -S] 

BUBALINE ABBEILNU pertaining to bubal (large antelope) [adj] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

C 

CACHEXIA AACCEHIX general ill health [n -S] 

CACHEXIC ACCCEHIX CACHEXIA, general ill health [adj] 

CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES] 

CADASTER AACDERST public record of land ownership [n -S] 

CADASTRE AACDERST cadaster (public record of land ownership) [n -S] 

CALAMATA AAAACLMT kalamata (black olive grown in Greece) [n -S] 

CALATHEA AAACEHLT plant with colorful leaves [n -S] 

CALATHOS AACHLOST fruit basket [n -HI] 

CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI] 

CALLIOPE ACEILLOP keyboard musical instrument [n -S] 

CALYPTRA AACLPRTY hood-shaped organ of flowers [n -S] 

CAMOMILE ACEILMMO medicinal herb [n -S] 

CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cups [n CANTHARI] 

CARDAMOM AACDMMOR tropical herb [n -S] 

CARDAMON AACDMNOR cardamom (tropical herb) [n -S] 

CARDAMUM AACDMMRU cardamom (tropical herb) [n -S] 

CARYATIC AACCIRTY resembling caryatid (sculptured female figure used as column) [adj] 
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CARYATID AACDIRTY sculptured female figure used as column [n -ES, -S] 

CASSIOPE ACEIOPSS evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CATAMITE AACEIMTT boy used in sodomy [n -S] 

CATHEXES ACEEHSTX CATHEXIS, concentration of psychic energy on person or idea [n] 

CATHEXIS ACEHISTX concentration of psychic energy on person or idea [n -XES] 

CELOMATA AACELMOT CELOM, coelom (body cavity in some animals) [n] 

CENTAURY ACENRTUY medicinal herb [n -RIES] 

CERASTES ACEERSST venomous snake [n CERASTES] 

CERCARIA AACCEIRR parasitic worm [n -E, -S] 

CHALAZAL AAACHLLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [adj] 

CHALAZIA AAACHILZ tumors of eyelid [n CHALAZIA] 

CHIASMAL AACHILMS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [adj] 

CHIASMIC ACCHIIMS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [adj] 

CHIASMUS ACHIMSSU reversal of word order between parallel phrases [n -MI] 

CHIASTIC ACCHIIST CHIASMUS, reversal of word order between parallel phrases [adj] 

CHILIASM ACHIILMS religious doctrine [n -S] 

CHILIAST ACHIILST supporter of chiliasm [n -S] 

CHIMAERA AACEHIMR marine fish [n -S] 

CHLOASMA AACHLMOS skin discoloration [n -S, -TA] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

CHRESARD ACDEHRRS available water of soil [n -S] 

CHTHONIC CCHHINOT pertaining to gods of underworld [adj] 

CIMBALOM ABCILMMO Hungarian dulcimer [n -S] 

CINNABAR AABCINNR principal ore of mercury [n -S] 

CLEIDOIC CCDEIILO enclosed in shell [adj] 

COCCYGES CCCEGOSY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COCCYXES CCCEOSXY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COLLYRIA ACILLORY medicinal lotions [n COLLYRIA] 

COLOBOMA ABCLMOOO lesion of eye [n -S, -TA] 

COLOPHON CHLNOOOP inscription placed at end of book [n -S] 

CORYBANT ABCNORTY reveler (one that revels (to engage in revelry)) [n -ES, -S] 

COTHURNI CHINORTU cothurns (buskin worn by ancient Roman actors) [n] 

CRYPTIDS CDIPRSTY CRYPTID, animal whose reality is in doubt [n] 

CTENIDIA ACDEIINT comblike anatomical structures [n CTENIDIA] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 

CYPRINID CDIINPRY small freshwater fish [n -S] 

CYPRUSES CEPRSSUY CYPRUS, cypress (thin fabric) [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

D 

DACTYLUS ACDLSTUY leg joint of certain insects [n -LI] 

DEIXISES DEEIISSX DEIXIS, specifying function of some words [n] 

DEMONYMS DEMMNOSY DEMONYM, name given to geographical group of people [n] 

DEUTERON DEENORTU atomic particle [n -S] 

DIANTHUS ADHINSTU ornamental herb [n -ES] 
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DIASPORA AADIOPRS migration [n -S] 

DIASPORE ADEIOPRS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DICASTIC ACCDIIST DICAST, judge of ancient Athens [adj] 

DIDACTYL ACDDILTY having two digits at end of each limb [adj] 

DIDYMIUM DDIIMMUY mixture of rare-earth elements [n -S] 

DIEGESES DEEEGISS DIEGESIS, narrative in film [n] 

DIEGESIS DEEGIISS narrative in film [n -SES] 

DIEGETIC CDEEGIIT pertaining to diegesis (narrative in film) [adj] 

DIHEDRON DDEHINOR figure formed by two intersecting planes [n -S] 

DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S] 

DIOICOUS CDIIOOSU unisexual [adj] 

DRACHMAE AACDEHMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRACHMAI AACDHIMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

E 

ECCLESIA ACCEEILS assembly in ancient Greece [n -E] 

ECLOGITE CEEGILOT type of rock [n -S] 

EKISTICS CEIIKSST science dealing with human habitats [n EKISTICS] 

ELENCHIC CCEEHILN ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj] 

ELENCHUS CEEHLNSU logical refutation [n -HI] 

ELENCTIC CCEEILNT ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj] 

EMPYREAL AEELMPRY pertaining to sky [adj] 

EMPYREAN AEEMNPRY highest heaven [n -S] 

ENCAENIA  AACEEINN annual university ceremonies [n] 

ENCHORIC CCEHINOR belonging to particular country [adj] 

ENCLITIC CCEIILNT word pronounced as part of preceding word [n -S] 

ENNEADIC ACDEEINN ENNEAD, group of nine [adj] 

ENNEAGON AEEGNNNO nonagon (nine-sided polygon) [n -S] 

ENTELLUS EELLNSTU hanuman (East Indian monkey) [n -ES] 

EOHIPPUS EHIOPPSU extinct horse [n -ES] 

EOLIPILE EEIILLOP type of engine [n -S] 

EOLITHIC CEHIILOT EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [adj] 

EOLOPILE EEILLOOP eolipile (type of engine) [n -S] 

EPENDYMA ADEEMNPY membrane lining certain body cavities [n -S] 

EPHEMERA AEEEHMPR something of very short life or duration [n -E, -S] 

EPHORATE AEEHOPRT office of ephor (magistrate of ancient Greece) [n -S] 

EPICALYX ACEILPXY set of bracts close to and resembling calyx [n -YCES, -ES] 

EPICEDIA ACDEEIIP funeral songs [n EPICEDIA] 

EPIGONUS  EGINOPSU epigone (inferior imitator) [n -NI] 

EPIGYNES EEGINPSY EPIGYNE, epigynum (external reproductive organ of female spider) [n] 

EPIGYNUM EGIMNPUY external reproductive organ of female spider [n -NA, -S] 

EPIMYSIA AEIIMPSY muscle sheaths [n EPIMYSIA] 

EPITASES AEEIPSST EPITASIS, main part of classical drama [n] 

EPITASIS AEIIPSST main part of classical drama [n -SES] 

EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 
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EPOPOEIA  AEEIOOPP epopee (epic poem) [n -S] 

ERIGERON EEGINORR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

ERYNGIUM EGIMNRUY plant of parsley family [n -S] 

ERYNGOES EEGNORSY ERYNGO, medicinal herb [n] 

ERYTHRON EHNORRTY bodily organ consisting of red blood cells [n -S] 

ESOPHAGI AEGHIOPS tubes connecting mouth to stomach [n ESOPHAGI] 

ESSONITE EEINOSST variety of garnet [n -S] 

EUCHARIS ACEHIRSU flowering plant [n -ES] 

EUDAEMON ADEEMNOU eudemon (good spirit) [n -S] 

EUDAIMON ADEIMNOU eudemon (good spirit) [n -S] 

EUPATRID ADEIPRTU aristocrat of ancient Athens [n -S, -AE] 

EUXENITE EEEINTUX mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EXANTHEM AEEHMNTX skin eruption [n -S] 

EXEGESES EEEEGSSX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [n] 

EXEGESIS EEEGISSX critical explanation or analysis [n -SES] 

EXONUMIA AEIMNOUX collectible items other than coins or paper money [n EXONUMIA] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

F 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

G 

GADARENE AADEEGNR headlong [adj] 

GAMMADIA AAADGIMM Greek ornamental designs [n] 

GANYMEDE ADEEGMNY youth who serves liquors [n -S] 

GLOSSINA AGILNOSS tsetse fly [n -S] 

GNATHION AGHINNOT tip of chin [n -S] 

GNATHITE AEGHINTT jawlike appendage of insect [n -S] 

GNOMONIC CGIMNNOO GNOMON, part of sundial [adj] 

GOLGOTHA  AGGHLOOT place of burial [n -S] 

GRAVIDAE AADEGIRV pregnant woman [n] 

GRAVIDLY ADGILRVY GRAVID, pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adv] 

GYMNASIA AAGIMNSY gyms (room for athletic activities) [n GYMNASIA] 

GYNAECEA AACEEGNY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNAECEA] 

GYNAECIA AACEGINY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNAECIA] 

GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES] 

GYNARCHY ACGHNRYY government by women [n -HIES] 

GYNECIUM CEGIMNUY pistil of flower [n -IA] 

GYNECOID CDEGINOY resembling woman (adult human female) [adj] 

GYNIATRY AGINRTYY treatment of women's diseases [n -RIES] 

GYNOECIA ACEGINOY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNOECIA] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

H 

HAMARTIA  AAAHIMRT defect of character [n -S] 

HECATOMB ABCEHMOT great sacrifice or slaughter [n -S] 
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HEGEMONY EEGHMNOY great authority [n -NIES] 

HEGUMENE EEEGHMNU head of nunnery [n -S] 

HEGUMENY EEGHMNUY office of hegumen (head of monastery) [n -NIES] 

HELMINTH EHHILMNT worm [n -S] 

HELOTAGE AEEGHLOT helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -S] 

HELOTISM EHILMOST slavery or serfdom [n -S] 

HEMIOLIA AEHIILMO hemiola (rhythmic alteration in music) [n -S] 

HEPTARCH ACEHHPRT one of group of seven rulers [n -S] 

HETAERAE AAEEEHRT HETAERA, concubine [n] 

HETAERIC ACEEHIRT HETAERA, concubine [adj] 

HETAIRAI AAEHIIRT HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

HIPPARCH  ACHHIPPR cavalry commander in ancient Greece [n -S] 

HOPLITIC CHIILOPT HOPLITE, foot soldier of ancient Greece [adj] 

HYACINTH ACHHINTY flowering plant [n -S] 

HYBRISES BEHIRSSY HYBRIS, hubris (arrogance (quality of being arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance))) [n] 

HYDRANTH ADHHNRTY oral opening of hydra [n -S] 

HYMENIUM EHIMMNUY layer in certain fungi [n -S or -IA] 

HYPONOIA AHINOOPY dulled mental activity [n -S] 

HYPOTHEC CEHHOPTY type of mortgage [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

I 

IAMBUSES ABEIMSSU IAMBUS, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

IATRICAL AACIILRT iatric (pertaining to medicine) [adj] 

ICHTHYIC CCHHIITY pertaining to fishes [adj] 

IOTACISM ACIIMOST excessive use of letter iota [n -S] 

IRENICAL ACEIILNR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

ISCHEMIA ACEHIIMS type of anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S 

ISCHEMIC CCEHIIMS ISCHEMIA, type of anemia (disorder of blood) [adj] 

ISTHMIAN AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S] 

ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

J 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

K 

KALYPTRA  AAKLPRTY thin veil [n -S] 

KLEPHTIC CEHIKLPT KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [adj] 

KLYSTRON KLNORSTY type of electron tube [n -S] 

KURTOSES EKORSSTU KURTOSIS, relative degree of curvature in statistical curve [n] 

KURTOSIS IKORSSTU relative degree of curvature in statistical curve [n -SES] 

KYANITIC ACIIKNTY KYANITE, cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 

KYMOGRAM AGKMMORY record of fluid pressure [n -S] 

KYPHOSIS HIKOPSSY abnormal curvature of spine [n -SES] 

KYPHOTIC CHIKOPTY KYPHOSIS, abnormal curvature of spine [adj] 
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Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

L 

LACHESES ACEEHLSS LACHES, undue delay in asserting legal right 

LACONISM ACILMNOS brevity of expression [n -S] 

LAMBDOID ABDDILMO LAMBDA, Greek letter [adj] 

LECYTHUS  CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEKYTHOI EHIKLOTY LEKYTHOS, oil jar used in ancient Greece [n] 

LEKYTHOS  EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS  EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LIENTERY EEILNRTY form of diarrhea [n -RIES] 

LIGROINE EGIILNOR ligroin (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LITANIES AEIILNST LITANY, ceremonial form of prayer [n] 

LITHARGE AEGHILRT monoxide of lead [n -S] 

LITURGIC CGIILRTU LITURGY, prescribed system of public worship [adj] 

LOGOMACH ACGHLMOO one given to arguing about words [n -S] 

LORDOSIS DILOORSS curvature of spinal column [n -SES] 

LORDOTIC CDILOORT LORDOSIS, curvature of spinal column [adj] 

LYOPHILE EHILLOPY pertaining to type of colloid [adj] 

LYSOGENY EGLNOSYY state of being like lysogen [n -NIES] 

LYSOSOME ELMOOSSY saclike part of cell [n -S] 

LYSOZYME ELMOSYYZ enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

M 

MAENADES AADEEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAENADIC AACDEIMN MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [adj] 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAIEUTIC ACEIIMTU pertaining to method of eliciting knowledge [adj] 

MARGARIC AACGIMRR pearly (resembling pearl) [adj] 

MECONIUM CEIMMNOU first fecal excretion of newborn child [n -S] 

MEDUSOID DDEIMOSU medusa (jellyfish) [n -S] 

MENARCHE ACEEHMNR first occurrence of menstruation [n -HIES] 

MENISCUS CEIMNSSU crescent-shaped body [n -CI, -ES] 

MERONYMY EMMNORYY semantic relationship between part and whole [n -MIES] 

MESOGLEA AEEGLMOS gelatinous material in sponges [n -S] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT spiritual conversion [n -S] 

MIASMATA AAAIMMST MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MIMETITE EEIIMMTT ore of lead [n -S] 

MNEMONIC CEIMMNNO device to assist memory [n -S] 

MOLYBDIC BCDILMOY pertaining to certain metallic element [adj] 

MYXEDEMA ADEEMMXY disease caused by decreased activity of thyroid gland [n -S] 

MYXOCYTE CEMOTXYY large cell found in mucous tissue [n -S] 

MYXOMATA AAMMOTXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 
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N 

NARCISSI ACIINRSS bulbous flowering plants [n NARCISSI] 

NAUTILUS AILNSTUU spiral-shelled mollusk [n -LI, -ES] 

NEPHRISM EHIMNPRS ill health caused by kidney disease [n -S] 

NEPHRITE EEHINPRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

NOTORNIS INNOORST flightless bird [n NOTORNIS] 

NOUMENON EMNNNOOU object of intellectual intuition [n -NA] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

O 

OEDEMATA AADEEMOT OEDEMA, edema (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OLIGURIA AGIILORU reduced excretion of urine [n -S]  

OLIGURIC CGIILORU OLIGURIA, reduced excretion of urine [adj] 

OLYMPIAD ADILMOPY celebration of Olympic Games [n -S] 

OMPHALOI  AAHILOMP central point [n] 

OMPHALOS  AHLOOMPS central point [n -LI, -OI] 

ONCIDIUM CDIIMNOU tropical orchid [n -S] 

OOTHECAE ACEEHOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [n] 

OOTHECAL ACEHLOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [adj] 

OPHIDIAN ADHIINOP snake [n -S] 

OPSIMATH AHIMOPST person who learns only late in life [n -S] 

ORECTIVE CEEIORTV orectic (pertaining to appetites or desires) [adj] 

ORICHALC  ACCHILOR yellow metal [n -S] 

ORTHOEPY EHOOPRTY study of correct pronunciation [n -PIES] 

OSTRACOD ACDOORST minute freshwater crustacean [n -S] 

OSTRACON ACNOORST fragment containing inscription [n -CA] 

OSTRAKON AKNOORST ostracon (fragment containing inscription) [n -KA] 

OXYMORON MNOOORXY combination of contradictory or incongruous words [n -RA, -S] 

OXYTOCIC CCIOOTXY drug that hastens process of childbirth [n -S] 

OXYTOCIN CINOOTXY pituitary hormone [n -S] 

OXYTROPE EOOPRTXY flowering plant [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

P 

PALESTRA AAELPRST school for athletics in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

PANTHEON AEHNNOPT temple dedicated to all gods [n -S] 

PARABOLA AAABLOPR conic section [n -E, -S] 

PARACHOR AACHOPRR mathematical constant that relates molecular volume to surface tension [n -S] 

PARADIGM AADGIMPR pattern or example [n -S] 

PARALLAX AAALLPRX apparent optical displacement of object [n -ES] 

PARERGON AEGNOPRR composition derived from larger work [n -GA] 

PAROUSIA AAIOPRSU future return of Christ to Earth [n -S] 

PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S] 

PATHOSES AEHOPSST PATHOS, quality that arouses feelings of pity or compassion [n] 
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PENTARCH ACEHNPRT one of five joint rulers [n -S] 

PENTOMIC CEIMNOPT made up of five battle groups [adj] 

PEPLOSES  EELOPPSS PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n] 

PEPLUSES EELPPSSU PEPLUS, peplos (garment worn by women in ancient Greece) [n] 

PEPONIDA  ADEINOPP pepo (fruit having fleshy interior and hard rind) [n -S] 

PEREOPOD DEEOOPPR appendage of pereion [n -S] 

PERIBLEM BEEILMPR region of plant tissue [n -S] 

PERIPETY EEIPPRTY sudden change in course of events [n -TIES] 

PERIPTER EEIPPRRT structure with row of columns around all sides [n -S] 

PERISARC ACEIPRRS protective covering of certain hydrozoans [n -S] 

PHAROSES  AEHOPRSS PHAROS, lighthouse or beacon to guide seamen [n] 

PHELONIA AEHILNOP liturgical vestments [n PHELONIA] 

PHENETIC CEEHINPT pertaining to type of classificatory system [adj] 

PHILOMEL  EHIILLMOP songbird [n -S] 

PHYLESES EEHLPSSY PHYLESIS,  course of evolutionary development [n -ES, -SES] 

PHYLESIS EHILPSSY course of evolutionary development [n -ES, -SES] 

PHYLLITE EHILLPTY foliated rock [n -S] 

PLACENTA AACELNPT vascular organ in most mammals [n -E, -S] 

PLATYPUS ALPPSTUY aquatic mammal [n -PI, -ES] 

PLECTRON CELNOPRT plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n -S, -RA] 

PLEIADES  ADEEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

PLEUSTON ELNOPSTU aquatic vegetation [n -S] 

PLIOCENE CEEILNOP of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

PLIOTRON ILNOOPRT type of vacuum tube [n -S] 

PNEUMATA AAEMNPTU PNEUMA, soul or spirit [n] 

POLYGALA AAGLLOPY flowering plant [n -S] 

POLYGYNE EGLNOPYY having more than one egg-laying queen in insect colony [adj] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

PRAXISES AEIPRSSX PRAXIS, practical use of theory [n] 

PRIAPEAN AAEINPPR priapic (phallic (pertaining to phallus (penis))) [adj] 

PRIAPISM AIIMPPRS persistent erection of penis [n -S] 

PROGERIA AEGIOPRR premature aging [n -S] 

PROTOPOD DOOOPPRT part of crustacean appendage [n -S] 

PROTURAN ANOPRRTU any of order of white, wingless insects [n -S] 

PSALMING AGILMNPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIST AILMPSST writer of psalms [n -S] 

PSALMODY ADLMOPSY use of psalms in worship [n -DIES] 

PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

PSAMMITE AEIMMPST fine-grained rock [n -S] 

PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S] 

PSILOCIN CIILNOPS hallucinogenic drug [n -S] 

PSILOSES EILOPSSS PSILOSIS, tropical disease [n] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PSILOTIC CIILOPST PSILOSIS, tropical disease [adj] 

PSORALEA AAELOPRS plant of bean family [n -S] 

PSORALEN AELNOPRS drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 
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PTEROPOD DEOOPPRT type of mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n -S] 

PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n PTERYGIA] 

PTERYLAE AEELPRTY PTERYLA, feathered area on skin of bird [n] 

PTOMAINE AEIMNOPT compound produced by decomposition of protein [n -S] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

PYCNIDIA ACDIINPY spore-bearing organs of certain fungi [n PYCNIDIA] 

PYCNOSES CINOPSSY PYCNOSIS,  (shrinking and thickening of cell) [n] 

PYCNOSIS CINOPSSY pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell) [n -SES] 

PYCNOTIC CCINOPTY pyknotic (exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus)) [adj] 

PYGIDIAL ADGIILPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [adj] 

PYGIDIUM DGIIMPUY posterior region of certain invertebrates [n -IA] 

PYGMAEAN AAEGMNPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYGMYISH GHIMPSYY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYGMYISM GIMMPSYY stunted or dwarfish condition [n -S] 

PYKNOSES EKNOPSSY PYKNOSIS, shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n] 

PYKNOSIS IKNOPSSY shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n -SES] 

PYKNOTIC CIKNOPTY exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus) [adj] 

PYORRHEA AEHOPRRY discharge of pus [n -S] 

PYRIDINE DEIINPRY flammable liquid [n -S] 

PYROXENE EENOPRXY any of group of minerals common in igneous rocks [n -S] 

PYRROLIC CILOPRRY PYRROLE, chemical compound [adj] 

PYTHONIC CHINOPTY PYTHON, large snake [adj] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

Q 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

R 

RHABDOME ABDEHMOR rhabdom (rodlike structure in retinula) [n -S] 

RHAMNOSE AEHMNORS sugar found in plants [n -S] 

RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S] 

RHAPSODY ADHOPRSY exalted expression of feeling [n -DIES] 

RHEMATIC ACEHIMRT pertaining to verb (word used to express act, occurrence, or mode of being) [adj] 

RHEOBASE ABEEHORS smallest amount of electricity required to stimulate nerve [n -S] 

RHEOLOGY EGHLOORY study of matter in fluid state [n -GIES] 

RHEOPHIL EHHILOPR living in flowing water [adj] 

RHEOSTAT AEHORSTT resistor used to control electric current [n -S] 

RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n] 

RHETORIC CEHIORRT study of effective speech and writing [n -S] 

RHEUMIER EEHIMRRU RHEUMY, marked by rheum (watery discharge from eyes or nose) [adj] 

RHINITIS HIIINRST inflammation of mucous membranes of nose [n -IDES, -ES] 

RHIZOBIA ABHIIORZ rod-shaped bacteria [n RHIZOBIA] 

RHIZOMIC CHIIMORZ RHIZOME, rootlike, underground stem [adj] 

RHIZOPOD DHIOOPRZ any of class of protozoans [n -S] 

RHIZOPUS HIOPRSUZ any of genus of mold fungi [n -PI, -ES] 

RHODAMIN ADHIMNOR red dye [n -S] 
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RHOMBOID BDHIMOOR type of geometric figure [n -S] 

RHONCHAL ACHHLNOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [adj] 

RHONCHUS CHHNORSU rattling respiratory sound [n -HI] 

RHUMBAED ABDEHMRU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RHYOLITE EHILORTY volcanic rock [n -S] 

RHYTHMIC CHHIMRTY science of rhythm [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

S 

SAPHENAE AAEEHNPS SAPHENA, vein of leg [n] 

SAPPHIRE AEHIPPRS blue gem [n -S] 

SAPPHISM AHIMPPSS lesbianism [n -S] 

SAPPHIST AHIPPSST lesbian (female homosexual) [n -S] 

SAPROPEL AELOPPRS mud consisting chiefly of decaying organic matter [n -S] 

SARDONYX ADNORSXY variety of quartz [n -ES] 

SAUROPOD ADOOPRSU any of suborder of large dinosaurs [n -S] 

SAXONIES AEINOSSX SAXONY, woolen fabric [n] 

SCAMMONY ACMMNOSY climbing plant [n -NIES] 

SCAPHOID ACDHIOPS bone of wrist [n -S] 

SCLEREID CDEEILRS type of plant cell [n -S] 

SCLERITE CEEILRST one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S] 

SCLEROID CDEILORS sclerous (hardened) [adj] 

SCLEROMA ACELMORS hardened patch of cellular tissue [n -S, -TA] 

SCLEROSE CEELORSS to become hard, as tissue [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCLEROUS CELORSSU hardened [adj] 

SCOLECES CCEELOSS SCOLEX, knoblike head of tapeworm [n] 

SCOLICES CCEILOSS SCOLEX, knoblike head of tapeworm [n] 

SCOLIOMA ACILMOOS abnormal curvature of spine [n -S] 

SCOMBRID BCDIMORS fish of mackerel family [n -S] 

SCOTOPIA ACIOOPST vision in dim light [n -S] 

SCOTOPIC CCIOOPST SCOTOPIA, vision in dim light [adj] 

SELENIUM EEILMNSU nonmetallic element [n -S] 

SEMIOSES EEIMOSSS SEMIOSIS, process in which something functions as sign to organism [n] 

SEMIOSIS EIIMOSSS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES] 

SERAPHIM  AEHIMPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n -S] 

SERAPHIN  AEHINPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

SIBYLLIC BCIILLSY SIBYL, female prophet [adj] 

SIDERITE DEEIIRST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

SILUROID DIILORSU silurid (any of family of catfishes) [n -S] 

SKIAGRAM AAGIKMRS picture made up of shadows or outlines [n -S] 

SMECTITE CEEIMSTT clayey mineral [n -S] 

SMILAXES AEILMSSX SMILAX, twining plant [n] 

SOUVLAKI AIKLOSUV Greek shish kebab [n -S] 

SPARTINA AAINPRST salt-marsh grass of coastal regions [n -S] 

SPELAEAN AAEELNPS spelean (living in caves) [adj] 

SPHINGES EGHINPSS SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 
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SPHINGID DGHIINPS hawkmoth (large moth) [n -S] 

SPHINXES EHINPSSX SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHYGMIC CGHIMPSY SPHYGMUS, pulse [adj] 

SPHYGMUS GHMPSSUY pulse [n -ES] 

SPLENIAL AEILLNPS pertaining to splenius (muscle of neck) [adj] 

SPLENIUM EILMNPSU surgical bandage [n -IA, -S] 

SPLENIUS EILNPSSU muscle of neck [n -II] 

SPODOSOL  DLOOOPSS acidic forest soil [n -S]  

SPOROZOA AOOOPRSZ parasitic one-celled animals [n SPOROZOA] 

SQUILLAE AEILLQSU SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

STASIMON AIMNOSST choral ode in ancient Greek drama [n -MA] 

STEATITE AEEISTTT variety of talc [n -S] 

STEGODON DEGNOOST extinct elephant-like mammal [n -S] 

STEMMATA AAEMMSTT STEMMA, scroll recording genealogy of family in ancient Rome [n] 

STERIGMA AEGIMRST spore-bearing stalk of certain fungi [n -S or -TA] 

STIGMATA AAGIMSTT STIGMA, mark of disgrace [n] 

STILBENE BEEILNST chemical compound [n -S] 

STILBITE BEIILSTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

STOICISM CIIMOSST indifference to pleasure or pain [n -S] 

STOMODEA ADEMOOST embryonic oral cavities [n STOMODEA] 

STROPHIC CHIOPRST STROPHE, part of ancient Greek choral ode [adj] 

STYLITES EILSSTTY STYLITE, early Christian ascetic [n] 

STYLITIC CIILSTTY STYLITE, early Christian ascetic [adj] 

STYLOPID DILOPSTY stylops (insect that is parasite of other insects) [n -S] 

SYLLABUS ABLLSSUY outline of course of study [n -BI, -ES] 

SYMPODIA ADIMOPSY plant stems made up of series of superposed branches [n SYMPODIA] 

SYMPOSIA AIMOPSSY conferences for purpose of discussion [n SYMPOSIA] 

SYNONYME EMNNOSYY synonym (word having same meaning as another) [n -S] 

SYRINXES EINRSSXY SYRINX, vocal organ of bird [n] 

SYZYGIAL AGILSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 

SYZYGIES EGISSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [n] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

T 

TAENIOID ADEIINOT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TENESMUS EEMNSSTU urgent but ineffectual effort to defecate or urinate [n -ES] 

TENIASES AEEINSST TENIASIS, infestation with tapeworms [n] 

TENIASIS AEIINSST infestation with tapeworms [n -SES] 

TEPHRITE EEHIPRTT volcanic rock [n -S] 

TERATOMA AAEMORTT tumor made of more than one type of tissue [n -S, -TA] 

THALAMUS AAHLMSTU part of brain [n -MI] 

THALLIUM AHILLMTU metallic element [n -S] 

THANATOS  AAHNOSTT instinctual desire for death [n -ES] 

THELITIS EHIILSTT inflammation of nipple [n -ES] 

THERIACA AACEHIRT theriac (molasses (thick syrup)) [n -S] 

THESAURI AEHIRSTU dictionaries of synonyms and antonyms [n THESAURI] 
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THRENODE DEEHNORT threnody (song of lamentation) [n -S] 

THRENODY DEHNORTY song of lamentation [n -DIES] 

THYMUSES EHMSSTUY THYMUS, glandular structure in body [n] 

TIMPANUM AIMMNPTU tympanum (middle ear) [n -NA, -S] 

TITHONIA AHIINOTT tall herb [n -S] 

TOKOLOGY GKLOOOTY tocology (branch of medicine dealing with childbirth) [n -GIES] 

TRACHOMA AACHMORT disease of eye [n -S] 

TRAPEZIA AAEIPRTZ four-sided polygons having no parallel sides [n TRAPEZIA] 

TRAPEZII AEIIPRTZ triangular muscles of back [n TRAPEZII] 

TRICHINA ACHIINRT parasitic worm [n -E, -S] 

TRIPTYCA ACIPRTTY triptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

TRISCELE CEEILRST triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S] 

TRISKELE EEIKLRST figure consisting of three branches radiating from center [n -S] 

TYMPANUM AMMNPTUY middle ear [n -NA, -S] 

TZATZIKI  AIIKTTZZ dish of yogurt with cucumber, garlic, and sometimes mint [n -S] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

U 

URAEUSES AEERSSUU URAEUS, figure of sacred serpent on headdress of ancient Egyptian rulers [n] 

UROBORIC BCIOORRU UROBOROS, circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [adj] 

UROBOROS BOOORRSU circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [n -ES] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

V 

VIVIPARA AAIIPRVV animals that bring forth living young [n VIVIPARA] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

W 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

X 

XANTHOMA AAHMNOTX skin disease [n -S, -TA] 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

Y 

 

Greek (Greece and elsewhere) 8s 

Z 

ZOETROPE EEOOPRTZ optical toy in which series of pictures rotates to give illusion of motion [n -S] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZYGOMATA AAGMOTYZ ZYGOMA, cheekbone [n] 

ZYGOSITY GIOSTYYZ makeup of particular zygote [n -TIES] 

ZYGOTENE EEGNOTYZ stage in meiosis [n -S] 

ZYMOGENE EEGMNOYZ zymogen (substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated) [n -S] 

ZYMOGRAM AGMMORYZ record of separated proteins after electrophoresis [n -S] 

ZYMOLOGY GLMOOYYZ science of fermentation [n -GIES] 
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ZYMOSANS AMNOSSYZ ZYMOSAN, insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n] 
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